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Many homeowners prefer hiring a professional carpet cleaner for their regular cleaning
requirements, but that isn't always an option at hand. While it is often hard to get a carpet as clean
as a qualified carpet cleaning company, here are a few tips to help keep your home clean and fresh.

It is almost always essential to use extremely hot water for carpet cleaning purposes. Heat is one of
three factors that professional carpet cleaners utilize when cleaning the carpet. Hot water removal
cleaning, also commonly known as steam cleaning, is most effectual when water is heated to 60
degree Celsius. Steam cleaning is the main method to use if you have heavy pet and food stains on
your carpet. For steam cleaning, three factors work together to ensure that your carpet gets
sufficiently cleaned. These factors are the water temperature, mixing solution, and stay time. If you
find that you can't maximize one of the factors, it is worthwhile to try to overcompensate in one of
the other areas. For example, if you are unable to procure heated water, you may still be able to get
similar cleaning outcomes by allowing the solution dwell in the carpet longer than usual.

Secondly, make sure to use the correct detergent in your cleaning solution. Detergent works as an
accumulator of dirt particles. In order to make sure the detergent is effective, it is necessary to rinse
often while cleaning the carpet. This ensures that the detergent is able to do its work without simply
transferring dirty water from one portion of the carpet to the next.

For the prevention of recurring stains, many carpet cleaners suggest putting rugs on the inside and
outside of the front door. Rugs reduce the amount of time for vacuuming, but also work to defend
the carpet. Dirt stuck in fibres can damage them and once they are damaged the carpet tends to
stain more easily and it is harder to get rid of the stains. Removing your shoes before stepping on
the carpet is also a great way to prevent dirt damage.

Always start the process by vacuuming and then use a transportable steam cleaner, while making
sure to get the water as hot as possible. Fans can help dry the carpet rapidly after it cleaning. Using
these tips consistently will help you retain a clean carpet while increasing the time between
professional cleanings. These tips can help keep your carpets fresh amid professional carpet
cleaning sessions.
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Canberra Marketing - About Author:
Looking for a carpet cleaning services or a carpet cleaning Melbourne wide? Contact our expert for
more information about these as well as for carpet dry cleaning.
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